Characters

❖ Rodney- He is the new kid and is a big chicken and is scared of everything but he gets very lucky in the book.

❖ Rishi- Rodney’s first friend and a very perpetual talker he also loves taking pictures.

❖ Slim- One of the kids in Rodney’s friend groups and he loves food and is very large.

❖ Dave- Another of the kids in Rodney’s friend group and he is Kayla crush.

❖ Jessica- Kayla’s best friend who likes Rodney and Rodney likes her and she is really shy.

❖ Josh and Toby- They are the bullies at Baber elementary and like to bully everybody.
The setting of the story *How to Beat The Bully Without Really Trying* takes place in Garrettsville, Ohio at Baber Elementary School in a 6th grade classroom.
The conflict/problem of the book *How to Beat The Bully Without Really Trying* is that Rodney is a new kid to Ohio. On the bus Rishi told Rodney that Josh hated new kids and liked to beat him up, so Rodney lied when Josh sat next to him and said he is not new. Then when Rodney was going to class he accidentally told Toby that he was new. Then at lunch Josh told Rodney to watch out at recess.
Solution

The solution to the story is that when Josh went to go beat up Rodney at recess it ended up that one of the baseball players hit a homerun and right as that happened a jet flew overhead and a kid said look and the baseball fell from the sky and clocked Josh in the nose and everyone thought that Rodney beat up Josh.
Character Analysis

Rodney~ Rodney Changed throughout the book by at the beginning of the book he was a total coward and towards the end he started to gain more confidence in himself.

Jessica~ Jessica changed throughout the book by starting off by being a really shy girl but by the end of the book all she wanted to do was have fun.
I would rate this book five stars because of three reasons. One, it was very entertaining to read; I never wanted to stop. Two, it had a lot of humor in it. Three, it makes you feel like you are in the book with Rodney. That is why I would rate *How to Beat The Bully Without Really Trying*. 
The End